October 26, 2022
Submitted via electronic mail to: governor@mt.gov and michael.freeman@mt.gov
Governor Greg Gianforte
Office of the Governor
PO Box 200801
Helena, MT 59620-0801
Dear Governor Gianforte:
As longtime Broadwater County residents, we’re writing to you with concern and
disappointment in both our local government and the Montana Department of Natural Resources
& Conservation in their review and findings of the new Horse Creek Hills major subdivision
platted for the eastern shore of Canyon Ferry Reservoir.
We are a group of contiguous and surrounding property owners, cattle and grain ranchers,
hunters, anglers, senior water rights holders, and community members. Many of our family
histories on this landscape date back to the late 1800s. We’re generational Montanans raising our
families and cattle alike on this landscape, yet our way of life, our water rights, and the wildlife
we hold dear are threatened by the Horse Creek Hills subdivision.
Horse Creek Hills is a 4-phase, 435 acre new major subdivision that received DNRC approval to
use a combination of exempt wells for water supply. We are aware that doing so is directly
contrary to recent Montana Supreme Court litigation in Clark Fork Coalition v Tubbs, a case that
resulted in a clear directive that the Montana DNRC cannot allow aggregated “exempt wells” for
new development projects because doing so undermines the Montana Water Use Act and will
lead to both violations of senior water rights and negative water supply impacts on the local
environment.
Despite the Horse Creek Hills proposal being in the works for more than two years, there has still
been no effort made to examine the potentially significant impacts of how 40+ new exempt wells
could dewater and degrade local water resources that we community members rely on and value.
The failure of Broadwater County and the DNRC to take responsibility and reasonably study the
potential impacts of a new trophy home development sited amidst a rural, agricultural
community is reprehensible. Several of the undersigned are already facing water supply
challenges in our private wells, and we are collectively concerned that adding dozens of new
exempt groundwater wells undermines our senior water rights and could devastate our
agricultural water supplies and local rainbow trout spawning habitat in Confederate Creek.
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Despite broad opposition to the subdivision from community members, Montana Fish Wildlife &
Parks, Broadwater Conservation District, and conservation organizations, Broadwater County
rubber-stamped the subdivision without properly examining the impacts it will have on the
County’s residents, our livelihoods, our outdoors and wildlife, and our water resources. By not
considering the impacts of a major subdivision like this, the County has violated their mandatory
duties under the Montana Subdivision and Platting Act and failed to do their job to protect our
senior water rights, ranching operations, and quality of life.
We have been left with no other option but to file a lawsuit and hold our local government
accountable for failing to properly assess and address our concerns.
We respectfully urge your administration to lead your executive agencies to correct their
wrongdoings: the DNRC needs to reconsider and revoke their sign-off on the use of exempt
wells for the entirety of this subdivision. Doing so can help us all avoid unnecessary litigation.
Please protect our rural community, our property rights, our senior water rights, and our precious
water resources. We appreciate your response.
Sincerely,
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